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First National Title Enhances Website with Valuable Tools

First National Title Insurance Company (FNTI) CEO Chris Phillips announced that the FNTI website has been
upgraded to include a section for Buyer’s Cost Estimates and Seller’s Net Sheets. These interactive worksheets
can be found under the “Industry Resources” tab on our website at www.fnti.com. Three options appear under
the “Calculator” category – Texas Rate Calculator, Buyer Cost Estimate and Seller Net Sheet. There is the option
to use the “Short” or “Long Form” for both the Buyer Cost Estimate and the Seller Net Sheet depending upon
the level of detail you wish to calculate. These valuable tools were designed to be used on-line by FNTI agents
and their clients or incorporated into their own webpages as a marketing tool.

This is just the first release of an ongoing project to offer the latest technology to the FNTI independent agents.
Another release is anticipated in the first quarter of 2014 that involves both closing calculators as a mobile app
designed for iPhones and Androids. Again this tool will be available to FNTI agents who see a use in their
markets.

FNTI is committed to the needs of its independent agent and will work with its agents who do not have the
resources to develop these types of products. All agents should have access to the latest technology and First
National intends to be their resource.

Company Vision – To serve the needs of the independent agent and provide sound underwriting decisions and
education to our agents. We strive to become your independent underwriter of choice.
Company Philosophy – People do business with those they know, like, and trust.
To learn more about our company and its services, please visit www.fnti.com.
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